Quakers is a hip-hop collective boasting 35 members which orbits around a core of three producers:
Fuzzface, 7-Stu-7 and Katalyst.
Fuzzface is better known as Portishead’s Geoff Barrow, a long-time Stones Throw supporter in touch
with Peanut Butter Wolf since championing the Jaylib album back in 2004. 7-Stu-7 is Portishead’s
engineer and in-house producer at Invada Records in the UK. Katalyst is one of the most respected
producers in Australia and a partner in Invada Records.

Disillusioned with much of the hip-hop around them, the like-minded producers set out to create the
type of rap record they’d want to listen to. That meant gathering one of the most varied arrays of talent ever seen on a hip-hop record. Rather than just sending beats to the hottest names of the moment,
the producers sought out genuine collaborators, regardless of whether they were legendary or simply
stumbled upon around the world wide web. Invitations
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Yet for all the vocal talent, it’s often Quakers’ stellar production that takes centre stage, tying together
the albums 40+ tracks into a cohesive whole. World-class beats come thick and fast, from the hornheavy stomp of “Fitta Happier” to the devastating synthesizer abuse of “Belly of the Beast” and beyond.
Quakers music first appeared in Banksy’s 2011 film Exit Through The Gift Shop and, in case you’re wondering, the name comes from ‘earthquake’. They’re here to shake the foundations.

